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A third of businesses view apprentices as the most valuable source of emerging talent in 2018. That is

according to a poll of over 2,000 senior HR professionals carried out by Alexander Mann Solutions

(http://www.alexandermannsolutions.com).  



The data comes following the introduction of the Apprenticeship Levy

(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeship-levy/apprenticeship-levy) in April last year

– an initiative which is designed to boost the number of young people entering vocational training -

and despite the fact new apprenticeship starts reportedly dropped 59%

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-42092171) immediately after its launch. 



Previous research

(http://alexandermannsolutions.com/alexander-mann-solutions-live/news-item/the-apprenticeship-levy-where-are-we-now)

from Alexander Mann Solutions found that over two thirds (71%) of senior HR leaders believe the

Apprenticeship Levy will ultimately create a new route into the workplace to supplement or rival graduate

intake.     



In its latest survey, Alexander Mann Solutions, the global talent acquisition and management specialist

found that graduates remain the favoured talent pool for entry-level recruits, with just under half (47%)

of respondents naming university leavers as the most valuable source of emerging talent this year.



However, 28% of respondents admitted that they were finding it more difficult to fill graduate roles this

season, with just 12% reporting that sourcing and securing the relevant skills is currently easier than

it has been in other cycles.  



Commenting on the data, Sandrine Miller, Head of Emerging Talent Consulting at Alexander Mann Solutions,

said:  



“As these findings suggest, leaders are certainly reassessing where they source fresh talent. And while

graduates remain the preferred choice for the highest percentage of businesses, there are signs that the

tide is shifting.”

     

“UCAS reported last year that university applications have decreased by 4%, And while there will always

be demand for graduate-level talent, HR Leaders are increasingly considering the benefits of developing

talent in house, where the role allows, as part of a wider total workforce strategy.”

 

“News that new apprenticeship starts have fallen by 59% since the Apprenticeship Levy was introduced is

most likely indicative of how businesses are reassessing long-term needs – and taking the time they

need to plan, and implement new programmes.  In other words, it’s the calm before the storm.”

 

-	ENDS
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About Alexander Mann Solutions



We are Alexander Mann Solutions and we’re passionate about helping companies and individuals fulfil

their potential through talent acquisition and management. Today, over 4,000 of our talent acquisition

and management experts are partnering with more than 100 blue-chip organisations, operating in 30

languages, and in over 80 countries. Delivering a distinctive blend of outsourcing and consulting

expertise, together with specialist consultants Talent Collective, our unrivalled experience, capability

and thought leadership helps our clients attract, engage and retain the talent they need for business

success. For more information, visit www.alexandermannsolutions.com.
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